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This discussion will be given from the point of view of a researcher in a specialized field, whieh is lree operant conditioning.
However, in the conrse of conducting this research, I have h8d 10
years'experience with ehronic psyehotics in a state mental hospital.
First, I want to point out that research scientists must speak,
and, if you will, think or respond in two difierent languages simul'
taneously: (1) the language of their method or of their research
technique; (2) the language of the field in which they are current'
ly trying to apply it. This is merely to obtain problems of clinical
relevance with which to work and then to be able to manipulate
variables according to appropriate methodological designs. Ilowever,
one trouble with all sf thie speaking is that words are charming and
suggestive, but they are never compelling. This is relevant to Dr.
Razran's hi"toty of the development of Russian physiology. If you
remember, the span was from 1863 to 1903. Sechenov's words did
not se€m to do anything for 4,0 years until the development oI
Pavlov's method.

Development

of Pgvlovta lllethod

I also want to point out that Pavlov's method was empirically
determined. He fid not react to Sechenov's words, unless you consider Sechenov's general deecriptions of how to conduct decent
research through observation and so forth as being relevant. Pavlov's method was developed guite by chance, when he observpd in
his gasnic investigations that the dog salivated when the man who
delivered the food powder was there without the food powder. This
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"psychic" secretion attracted his ints16s1. What Se did learn from
Sechenov was how to go about studying this thing. He killed 62
dogs before he developed a fistula to get saliva out of the dog's
mouth without contamination and with a pretty good representation
in terms of amount. That was during a time when dogs were very
valuable in Russia, and many people thought he had gone ofi his
rocker, or something of that kind. But all that Pavlov was trying
to do was to develop an appropriate method. The reason he was
working with an intact dog rvas that he had been convinced one
should not confound variables and that most of the earlier gastric
work had been conducted in animals under anestlesia. He wanted
to develop techniques which would provide gastric seeretions from
-ime
they were alert and about to ingest. I thinlc the
animals at the
lag
is
inteiesting.
The words existed, but the method had
40-year
not been developed, and the words themselves did not compel the
development of the method.
In 1898, Thorndike's method, using the cat in the puzzle box,
to study "animal intelligence," was albo independent of all tlese
words about conditioning.
lt l9??,Ivauov-Smolensky started studying a new kind of behavior which the Pavlovians call the "orienting reflex." With this
method a child could sgueeze a bulb and release a little tray which
would permit a piece of candy to drop in front of the child. The
stimulus here comes after the responsre. It is consequential. That
is, I think, the only difrereace between the operant and classical
conditioning. In classical conditioning the stimuli precede the reslxnses; in operant conditioning one studies the responses in terms
of what efieets they have, or their consequences.
ft was not until 1938 that we had a really useful method for
investigating the operant conditioning. Between Thorndike's work
of l89B and Skinner's work in 1938, there were all kinds of talk
about conditioning, but no really new methods. Skinner's metlod
was empirically deterrrined. He was trying to build an automatic
maze, and he ended up with a box witl a lever.
I think it is significant that it takes.about 40 years for a new
method to come about. One reason is that words are so charming
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and so suggestive that they blind us to th6 chance events by which
we might empirically determine methods. In about 4O years the
words lose some of their charm when we get a'litde perspective
on them. My point is that I think we need more than verbal rap-

proehement for apparently logical interpretation
we need methods.

of a

problem;

Signal Syetema and PeYchiatry
This brings me to my reactions to Dr. Bridger's really excellent
and brilliant interpretations of the problems of psychiatric patients
in Pavlovian tems. I don't know what you do about this. It is a
nice teaching deviee, and may help to develop some clinical teeh'
niques, but I doubt that it toill h"lp to eliminate psychoses, because
words are really not as powerful ast new methods.
One reason that we have more words than data is tlrat words
cost very little, and that is why we make so many. Data are very
dear, aud that is why we have bought so little. To clarify the point
further, I don't know of any method whereby I can detennine
whether a response of a patient belongs to the first or second signalling system. From a theoretical point of view, Pavlovian, Freudian, or other, I can interpret any response as belonging to the first
or second signalling sYstem. However, I cannot separate the two
with any methodological device. What I have done is to manipulate
people, not the patient. I have manipulated researchers. I have got
them to agree with me. I can do that, but the psychotic still has
his psychosis. I suspect that when we do get methods to analyze
what this first and second signalling system may be, we will find not
two systems but a continuum of systems. I base that prediction on the
observation that any method which has been able to measure two
previously conceived digital areas has shown them to be not black
and white but all shades of a dynamie, shifting continuum.
To make things even more difficult, given responses are liable
to change the signal systems on which they depend. This will be
influenced by the enviro"ment and by the frequeney with which
they have been emitted in the past. For example, driving a car is
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comp[cated response. It is difficub before yod learn it; it is a
little less difficult immediately after you have learned it. At those
times, it may be severely afiected by anxiety or alcohol. On thti
other hand, after 10 years of driving a car in New York City, a

taxi driver can drive his car beautifully under severe anxiety stress
conditions or while under the i"fluence of a drug or alcohol. Something has happened to this response functionally which topographical description does not handle.
Characteristics of Free Operant Conditioning

I

ghould like

to point out several ways in which I think

free
operant confitioning difiers from those of other experimental conditioning. First, the method difiers from earlier methods in that ob-

servation or recording'is continuous. Our recording device can
follow any response frequency of whieh the subject is eapable. No
behavior can occur without being measured with this kind of recording techaique. It thus has great methodological power when
intermittent phenomena are studied, and I can assure you behavior
pathology is highly intermittent. If we have found anything in l0
years, it is that the levels of severity of patterns of psychoses shift
from minute to minute, from hour to hour, from day to day, from
week to week, aud from month to month. A spot check every six
hours yields variable data which are alnost useless for research
purposes. Without continuous recordiag, one obtains shifting pat.
terns, with which it is difficult to work.
A second point is that we study behavior by its corurequenees,
so we can move to much more complicated behavior without measuring corollaries of the behavior, but actually measuring the behavior itself. Suppose, for sxampl€; we were analyzing psychotherapy and recording it; listening and loslcing at the behavior of
the patient simultaneously and continuously by Sr"i"S him a switch.
The faster he operates the switch, the more loudly he hears his
therapist.'We don't know what this will reveal, but we do know this
is the process of psychotherapy. This'may not be what happens
therapeutically, but this is how you "inject" tle tlerapy. This is
the method of treahent, the technigue whereby you give the agent
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to the patient. It would be extrennely difrcuh to measure the looking
anii listening behavior of a person by meon. of the salivation response. One might measure some correlate of a frightened look,
but would not measure the looking per se.
A thfud characteristic of free operant confitioning involves its
to measure functional properties of behavior more closely
"bility
thau any other method. This big move toward functional measur€ment and descriptiou of behavior has not really been covered in
the history that was given to us. It probably starts with John Dewey
and the early Chicago functional school. Skinner did part of the
job when he made &e point of defining a reward as tlat which reinforces or rewards. Most psychologists became irritated at that point
and said, 'oYou said nothing." flowever, the freedom allowed by
Ski'rner's use of the word, reinforcement, permits workers like myself to deal very easily with two individuals, oI whom one works
to punish his wife and the other to avoid punishing his wife. In both
'We have a reward,
and it
case{, we have a reinforcing stimulus.
general
should follow.all oI the properties of food to a dog, or the
properties of all rewards. The difference between these two individuals is perhaps of slinical interest, but it does not disturb my
methods or my interpretative descriptive systems because I have
defined then functionally.

Behavior, Peychiatrryr and Res€arch
This leads me to a major problem that we face, which I call
"topographieal prrnning." For example, what is crying? Is it tears
rolling down from the eyes? Psychologists, myself included, continually make the error of thinking thet if we have a crying man
we have an unhappy man. Even worse, if we have a erying dog,
we have experimental unhappiness. If we have a dog who stands
in the corner for four hours, we like to think we have induced experimental catatonia. I cal this a response topographical pun
and I think all human behavior eveutually will have to be described
in terms of its efiect on something else. The crying in which w€ are
interested is the crying that interferes with all other behavior. Crying that eo-exists with high production is an interesting thing but
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not of clinical importance; however, crying that$revents ingestion,
sleep, work, all normal responding, is a severe mefical problem if
it runs on for three or four days. By the same token, if you take
out the crying, you still have this problem, which you call acute
depression.

I

think psychiatry is today in the sa:aoe dynamic, pregnant state
of growth and expectancy that physiological medicine was in one
century ago when Claude Bernard made his excellent and successful appeal for experimental medicine. We do not need more chemi'We
cals.
do need more clinically relevant methods of objective and
culture-free measurements of behavioral pathology. Psychiatry does
not need researchers applying classical dog techniques to man. It
does not need cliniciang applying Pavlovian terms to clinical problems. It does not need researchers applying operant pigeon teehniques to man, or elinicians applying Skinnerian verbology to
clinical proble,rns. It needs a new group of researchers and clinicians
who can speak each other's languages-this ean't be a one-way
street-and who can respond accurately to each other's symbols or
.language, and who will mutually develop what we hope to be our
new language. These researchers should not make the errors that
both Pavlov and Skinner have made; rather, they should approach
the new problems with the same creativity that Pavlov.and Skinner
used in approaching their problems. In other words, tlley should
not imitate Pavlov's dog technique but they should imitate the
technigue he used to develop the dog technique.

